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Compact Einhell Universal Cordless Saw really 

delivers in the workshop and in the garden  

 
Landau an der Isar, July 22, 2021 – Einhell Germany AG has added the compact 18 V TE-
AP 18/28 Li BL Universal Cordless Saw to its existing tool range. As a member of the 
Power X-Change cordless family, its multifunctional rechargeable battery is compatible 
with all the other devices in the platform – a platform that already includes more than 200 
tools for the home and garden. Universal saws are versatile helpers that are perfectly 
suited to cutting wood, metal pipes and plastics. 

 
Reliable helper with an ergonomic design 

Universal saws are used particularly on construction sites, in the workshop, and in the 
garden. The powerful tool from the Power X-Change family of cordless tools has revealed 
itself to be an incredibly practical helper for all kinds of sawing tasks – for example in order 
to shorten wooden beams or cut metal or plastic pipes. In contrast to conventional saws, 
the cordless design doesn’t require any muscle power, making an otherwise strenuous 
task a whole lot easier.  
 
With a cutting depth of 200 mm for wood, 20 mm for 
plastic and 12 mm for metal, the new Power X-Change 
TE-AP 18/28 Li BL Universal Cordless Saw impresses 
with a clean cut and ergonomic handling thanks to the 
soft-grip handles. With no interfering cable to get in the 
way and an 18 V Power X-Change battery pack, the 
universal saw is ready to use straight away. The 
brushless motor delivers more power and runs for 
longer than a conventional carbon brush motor. The 
rotating main handle offers maximum flexibility for a 
range of different applications. The adjustable cutting base plate ensures optimum 
utilization of the saw blade. Thanks to the anti-vibration function, the unit makes for easy, 
non-tiring work with low vibrations. It is supplied with a high-quality wood saw blade, which 
can be changed quickly and easily – with no need for tools.  
 
The universal saw joins the extensive Power X-Change range of cordless tools from Einhell 
and is compatible with all the battery packs in the range. The platform now includes over 
200 tools for the home and garden and is being steadily expanded. 
 
For more information about the TE-AP 18/28 Li BL-Solo Universal Cordless Saw please 
visit: 
https://www.einhell.de/shop/en-de/te-ap-18-28-li-bl-solo.html 

RRP in Germany: € 99.95 

The latest member of the Power X-
Change family: the TE-AP 18/28 Li BL 

Universal Cordless Saw. Photo: Einhell  
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About Einhell Germany AG 

Einhell is a leading manufacturer of state-of-the-art tools and equipment for the house and garden. From its 

headquarters in Landau/Isar (Bavaria), the internationally successful company has continuously expanded 

its innovative rechargeable battery platform Power X-Change and is now the market leader in the area of 

cordless tools and garden equipment. For many years Einhell has set new standards in terms of endurance, 

performance, and safety. Einhell customers appreciate the freedom of cordless operation for all their DIY 

projects, as well as the excellent value for money that Einhell products represent and the first-class customer 

service offered by the company. 

 

 


